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“As sustainability requires endless research and experiments, many unsuccessful
attempts will eventually guide us on the path of sustainable life.”

Observing and experiencing diverse cultural phenomena throughout my youth, I’ve
always been deeply concerned about the sustainability of all, questioning ways to avoid
being on the trajectory to eventual suffering and destruction. So when I met ACCESS,
a platform that works with various themes to discover what allows Korean culture to
remain sustainable, I was gratified to join a team that shared the same curiosity. Two
years have passed since my first involvement with ACCESS, and I’ve fortunately met
countless people who gladly shared their thoughts and experiences to be documented.
By communicating with members and interviewees, I’ve learned to understand and
appreciate the diverse philosophies that each of us forms through our distinct
experiences of the world.

Since 2014, ACCESS has analyzed diverse themes to explore our options to promote
sustainability. This spring, wishing to disclose sustainable values in a society flooded
with new ideas and information, we proposed to delve into theme of Balance to
discover ways of finding appropriate tension within myriad options. To stay
sustainable, our true priorities and values need to be preserved and well balanced
among the endless standards we are unknowingly guided by, and our team scrutinized
people who take such action.

The concern of sustainability applies not only in the field of art and culture but to our
life as a whole. As sustainability requires endless research and experiments, many
unsuccessful attempts will eventually guide us on the path of sustainable life. My
experience with ACCESS has allowed me to grow and enrich myself with new
opportunities, and I wish that all readers can be inspired by it to further explore and
appreciate the world around them. After all, good understanding of the world around
us allows us to author more interesting, exclusive chapters of our lives.

Warm regards,
Sooyeon Kim

S P R I N G ( MA R C H ) 2 0 1 9 ( Vo l. 6 , N o. 1 )
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BALANCE

Although innovative tools and techniques remove barriers and
stimulate new ideas, the flood of information they bring is often
overwhelming. With constant alerts that seem to standardize our
way of living, it’s difficult for us to preserve our true priorities
and values. To overcome such an obstacle, we must strike a
suitable balance through continual research and analysis.

AROUND THE CULTURE

- ACCESS -

BODAM JEON
SOOYEON KIM
SEUNGAH NOH
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AROUND THE CULTURE

“Progression to Detachment”
b y. B O DA M J E O N

“On the way to the progression, we let time, moment, and memories fall and unvisited.”

Imagine standing in the center of Seoul. In the blink of an eye, flashing billboards, dinging notifications,
incoming mails, and distant chattering come at you. Enclosed by a bubble of unremitting distractions,
it is easy to feel distant from the surroundings; noise becomes distant and muted while visuals fade
as if you are ascending from the ground. However, the ascension is the inability to hold one’s life
manifested in a form of progression. There, a baffled individual is not different from a bare stick
purposelessly streaming down a body of water—craving progression without aim. To retrace the
process of detachment and put one’s feet on the ground, restoring balance of life is a must.
ACCESS, in hope of delivering balance of life through art, tells about a young artist, two events, and a
studio: Hanahzo, Seoul Mediacity Biennale, Ungmang, and Altdif. The team addresses the message of
balance in life through the use of common yet comforting objects and contemplation on the current
society. Hanahzo and Altdif each focus on daily supplies such as a bar soap or a cup of tea as medium
of balance. The objects remind of petite, cherishable moments. While Seoul Mediacity Biennale poses
a question on “good life” in the beginning of the 4th industrial revolution, Ungmang casually presents
an obsessive daily archiving via an exhibition. Instead of directly presenting the answer to a challenge
faced, ACCESS revisits what has been forgone.
The premise on the necessity of balance within life, indeed, includes a challenge. Increasing numbers
of people feel uneasy about how fast we are moving. On the way to the progression, we let time—one
moment—and memories fall and remain unvisited. ACCESS, this edition on balance, is dedicated to
seeing your life in that moment.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY YUNAH KO
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AROUND THE CULTURE

“Weaving Together for Peculiarity”
b y. S O OYE O N K I M

“…our society must find a desirable balance that will provide both societal maintenance and
momentous experience.”

Walking down the main street of Gangnam
Station, a stream of cafes, restaurants, and small
apparel shops appear one after another, stacked
up high with different melodies of music from
the top-100 Melon chart, a popular Korean
streaming chart, loudly attracting passersby into
the store. Although first timers marvel at such
efficiently packed culture, after weaving through
shop after shop, they can also be dismayed at its
repetitiveness, unable to pinpoint locations by
the name of the shops near them. While rapid
expansion of the city should be appreciated, it
brings additional societal challenges. Nowadays,
people don’t adjudicate based on basic
functionality or practicality of the product, but
rather on its peculiarity, its ability to stimulate
a distinctive sensation amidst our routinely
repetitive days. Such distinctive experience
is created when a variety of seemingly noncohesive factors balance attractively, offering
competitiveness and sustainability.
To determine how Korean culture is attempting
to achieve such balance, ACCESS talked with
artists who also wish to bring together the
diverse genres of culture to deliver unique,
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novel experiences to people. Among our twelve
interviewees of this issue, architect Hyunjin
Hwang, music group 8491, JoHyeongMiGwan
studio, and Sparks Edition have been exploring
diverse areas of Korean culture to deliver
memorable recollections. For example, the
gallery cafe JoHyeongMiGwan attempts to keep
its space ‘alive’ by endlessly experimenting and
researching to bring together performing arts,
interior design, culinary arts, and sculpture.
The mark left by such powerful synergy
created through assorted genres is undeniably
impressive.
Although Seoul has transformed into a fullfledged economic and technological region
through rapid industrialization during the past
few decades, it is now faced with the new challenge
of refraining from the uniformity. Similar to the
way each individual goes through ventures and
errors to discover the best balance of different
aspects within themselves, our society must find
a desirable balance that will provide both societal
maintenance and momentous experience.

AROUND THE CULTURE

“Less is More”
b y. S E U N G A H N O H

“While it is easier to think of sustainability as a stationary state, a singular destination that should
be reached ultimately, our culture requires changes in order to stay unpetrified.”

The pursuit of perfection has long been the ultimate purpose of myriad artists and philosophers,
alluring them with the promise of the arrival at the eternal truth. However, locating the precise point
at which everything blends in has been a prize beyond their reach. It was proved that the perfect
balance is hardly achievable, and its sole proprietorship had to be entitled to the Divine. Nevertheless,
the concept of perfect balance still maintains its reputation as a catalyst for many thinkers. Even more
interesting is that reconciling oneself with the fact that perfection is unattainable has provided creators
with new inspirations. Intentionally laying stress on the blemishes, omitting significant factors, and
displaying disparities, we see how imbalance ironically suggests balance, and how it opens up to the
possibility of the whole spectrum that stretches from complete chaos to perfect balance.
The spin-offs of those endeavors are what ACCESS witnessed in this volume. Suki Seokyeong Kang
elegantly manifested balance through unique arrangements of minimal structures. She highlighted
the liveliness of balance, constantly changing and adjusting itself according to the spatio-temporality
of its constituents. Fashion designer Chang Kwang Hyo explained how deficiency plays a key role in
defining a person and how it should be balanced with perfection to carry out charm from individuals.
Rala Choi and Ahn Byung-hak accentuated the role of margins and circumscriptions in the fields of
photography and calligraphy, respectively.
While it is easier to think of sustainability as a stationary state, a singular destination that should
be reached ultimately, our culture requires changes in order to stay unpetrified. The distortions and
deficiencies have provided us, and will keep on providing us, with the nourishments for those changes
that will lead us to the enjoyment of more vibrant and diverse cultures. In order to keep that energy,
efforts to balance between different components which come and go will be crucial.
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CREATIVE CULTURE
HYUNJIN HWANG
RALA CHOI
HANAHZO
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Hyunjin Hwang
Architect
architects.desi@gmail.com
2003-2011 Graduated Hongik School of Architecture
2012-2014 Bcho Studio
2014 Desi_architects

HYUNJIN
HWANG
“Space Built by People”

Hyunjin Hwang is a space designer of famous bars and
cafés in Seoul. As a person with a free soul and challenging
mindset, he blindly started his career as an architect but
achieved subsequent success through the places that he
created. Throughout the interview with ACCESS, Hwang
shared his opinions about what he values when designing
a space. His responses revealed his love for people and the
environment around him.
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CREATIVE CULTURE

H Y U N J I N H WA N G
b y. HY U N DA Y U

You started out as a musician but now you are a space
designer. How did you end up in two highly different fields?
I always wanted to work in the field of my interest, which,
during my college years, was music. However, when I got a
chance to perform in Philadelphia, I met a lot of renowned
musicians who were facing financial difficulties living as
professional musicians, so I decided to let music remain
my hobby and develop my career as an architect, which
was another field that I had been interested in. I started my
business by helping one of my friends who was opening a
cafe in Ik-sun Dong. From here, I fortunately had many
clients, and could therefore expand my businesses include
“Munrae-dong Vinyl House” and “DIP”.

What kind of steps do you take when designing a space?
I mostly plan out only the basic frameworks before the
construction and make continuous revisions as the work
proceeds. Sometimes I don’t even draw the floor plan.
For example, “Munrae-dong Vinyl House” started out
with only mere sketches. The details of the floor plan
were particularized as the construction progressed. I like
to have freedom to develop my ideas as the construction
takes place.

Speaking of the “Munrae-dong Vinyl House,” what inspired
you to create a night bar in Munrae-dong and use convenient
store-style chairs and parasols?

I started “Munrae-dong Vinyl House” simply to try out
something new in an unpopulated region. Even though
now it is now considered one of the “hot places”, a few
years ago people thought of Maunrae-dong as a desolate,
distant area even when it is very close to populated regions
like Sinchon or Hongik University station.
I placed convenient store-style chairs and parasols because
I wanted to break the common perception that it’s highly
commercial, informal, and vulgar. In addition, the chairs
and parasols represent Korean culture, which I highly
value, and I believe that those should be preserved. As an
architect who tries to create a space that people can easily
attach to, I tried to provide a special bonding experience
for people by utilizing such items. I also designed
“Sikmul” in Ik-sun Dong with the same mechanism;
although the surrounding area is currently overcrowded
with commercial facilities, people can still sense the
crossover between traditional and modern Korean culture
in “Sikmul”.

What do you think is the most crucial element in the space?
I always think that experiences and emotions people have
is what really creates and gives meanings to a space. That
is why I try to design an attractive space with which people
may be intimate, by managing various DJ parties and
other socializing events in spaces that I own. I find them
the most ideal way of defining and expanding the different
usages of a space.
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CREATIVE CULTURE

In the design, I attempt to find a balancing point between harmony and
discord. A space that visually harmonizes well with the surroundings
is aesthetically pleasing, but a space with unexpected visual displays
catches more attention and entertains people. Places like “Munraedong Vinyl House” and “Sikmul” are some of the places that I myself
consider well “balanced”.

What are your future goals as a space designer?
Ruminating on the works that I have done in the past few years,
most of them resemble a pavilion rather than a building; they are all
physically too weak to withstand the harsh environmental conditions
for long. Thus, to create a place that more people could enjoy, I wish
to work on building a sturdy, durable place that is less likely to be
affected by physical shocks or collisions. I also want to make it easily
approachable so that more people can visit. After all, the people and
their experiences give true value to a space.

Hyunjin Hwang has been experimenting with his space design and
cultural activities to express the importance of how people utilize the
environment around them. He hopes to design a space that maintains
the balance between genuine experience and aesthetics. The ways that
he experiments to create bonds with people through design make his
space attractive and sustainable.
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Frontage of Munrae-dong Vinyl House
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Inside of Munrae-dong Vinyl House
TO THE RIGHT

Munrae-dong Vinyl House’s interior
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Rala Choi
Photographer
oilbrushcleaner@gmail.com
2017 Rala Salon

RALA
CHOI
“Life in Technicolor”
Rala Choi is a photographer based in Seoul known mostly for
his colorful and painterly aesthetic. Entirely self-taught, he
quickly established himself in the industry as both an artistic
and commercial success following a series of collaborations
with several high-profile musicians and two critically and
publicly acclaimed exhibitions. ACCESS interviewed him to
learn more about his approach to life and art, as well as what
sustainability in art means to him as a film photographer in
the age of digital media.
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CREATIVE CULTURE

RALA CHOI

b y . S O O H Y U N H WA N G

You are mostly known for your vibrant color palette and simple staging; some people even say that your photos look more like
paintings. How did you come to develop this aesthetic style?
When I started out I took a lot of pictures that were really different from the ones I’m taking now. But as I went on I
started to face a lot of limitations, in the sense that I had so many different ideas and plans but I was always limited in
how I could express them. So it became a lot more about subtracting and getting at the essence of things. If it’s a matter
of color, I pick one color instead of using a bunch of different colors; if I can’t find the right clothes. I end up taking away
costumes as a whole and take nude photos.

Can you elaborate a little on your comment on “getting at the essence of things”?
As time went on I was able to grow, from having all these fancy ideas and images, to the photographer I am now. I started
to think a lot about what it means to be a photographer, what it means to be me as a person. For example, the series I
exhibited at ‘Rala Salon’ were pictures of women who had something to say but couldn’t find a way to say it themselves;
being photographed was a way for them to tell their own stories through me. That project helped me gain a lot of depth in
understanding the essence of photography and communication. I want to continue self-reflecting and thinking because
the art you do has so much to do with who you are, and I want to develop and grow even more both as an artist and a
person.

As a photographer, how do you maintain balance or resolve conflict within your artwork?
For a photographer, conflict arises when you become greedy. Photography is about showing people who you are through
your gaze, and wanting people to see what you have to say through your photos—or at least that’s true unless you’re
Vivian Maier. So, for me, balance is about trying to show one really good thing when I want to show a hundred, and
making an effort to be less greedy when it comes to my desire to show or present.

What do you think your role as a photographer and artist is in relation to sustainability in the art world?
My responsibility is to keep doing what I’m doing for a long time, and to commit to what I’m doing. I went to the recent
Yoon Hyung Geun exhibit and there were paintings that were just lines drawn on a giant canvas. Being able to express
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something that exhilarating and moving is only possible because that painting is the product of the way he lived and
the kind of person he was. Artists like him inspire me to stick to what I’m doing now, and to continue thinking and
meditating on my art. I think that’s the way you become a sustainable artist and move beyond producing something
that’s just consumed and then disappears or loses significance. I love film photography, and I really hope that it doesn’t
disappear in the future. I can’t even imagine a world without film; that would be so sad.

Do you have any future plans going ahead, any projects or experiments that you’re working on right now?

ACCESS visited Rala Choi at his studio, a space where
roughly painted walls and chaotic piles of film stood in
contrast to a shelf of neatly organized cameras. This perhaps
most accurately reflects who he is as an artist and person:
soft-spoken but firm, with a mind constantly in motion.
Mostly importantly, someone indisputably in love with the
art of photography.
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Rala Choi, Embrace 2
window OO campaign
(2017)
ON THIS PAGE

Right now I’m doing a lot of chemical experiments. I’m also trying out new techniques and am going to France for Paris
Photo, maybe looking for opportunities to exhibit abroad as well. More broadly I guess I can say that I want to show
people photos that can comfort, photos that show warmth and compassion and that can heal.
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Rala Choi, Zion.T ‘No Make Up’
(2015)

Rala Choi, Zion.T ‘Kung’
(2016)
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Hanahzo
CEO
hanahzo.com
hanah@hanahzo.com
2008 Graduated Baewha Women’s University
2011 Worked as H&M Visual Merchandiser
2014 Established Hanahzo
2015 Opened Hanahzo showroom
2017 Exhibition ‘NOT FOR SALE FOR SALE’ with Bear Magazine
2017 Awarded Package Design Winner & Top Award Asia
2018 Participated in Seoul Design Festival

HANAHZO
“Pause Your Life”
As a person who grew up in Turkey, I was astonished to see
the mountains of Cappadocia quite similarly captured in a
small soap. It seemed like a polaroid photograph, revealing
the natural beauty of Cappadocia’s exotic scenery. ACCESS
visited the creator of this aesthetically pleasing soap, Han-ah
Cho, to hear about her attempt to escape the general form
and design of a soap and instead express art through it.
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HANAHZO

b y. E U N J I L E E

Despite its recent popularity in Korea, Hanahzo was launched before bath products, especially soaps, became important
consumer goods. What made you start your business in this field?
Unlike liquid soaps or shampoos, bar soaps don’t just diminish; instead, people can see the slow passage of time as they use
them. So, I wanted people to think more about the passage of time and even for a short moment, look back at themselves
while using my soaps. Like everyone else in Korea, I used to live a hectic life with no time for myself. When I quit my job,
I was able to enjoy my hobbies, such as hiking and drawing pictures, and realized how important it was to take a break
from moving forward and to look back at myself. I was extremely pleased by the trivial things that allowed me to do that.
For workers, I know it’s difficult for them to have grand hobbies, so I wanted to grant people the time spent washing in
bathrooms for those moments.

For <Cacao again>, you use actual kitchen utensils and baking supplies to create the soap; it looks like you were inspired by
cooking. Where do you usually get your inspirations from?
Instead of having a specific category, we try to remember moments, feelings, and memories from our daily lives and
incorporate them into our products. We have a series called <PAUSE YOUR LIFE> where the products are designed
and named after moments when we were able to pause from frantically moving forward. For example, after a long day of
work, people feel exhausted and crave something sweet. So, for <Cacao again>’s design, I tried to portray the moment of
happiness when people consume desserts or snacks. Likewise, <Undercloud>, from the same series, illustrates the scenery
I enjoyed while hiking, and <Mendl’s pink> conveys colors from my favorite movie, “The Grand Budapest Hotel”.

In order to create a good soap, the selection and ratio of the ingredients, color, scent, design, and even packaging all must be in
balance. What is Hanahzo’s effort for successfully maintaining this balance in its products?
While most brands manufacture their products by outsourcing, we handle the whole production process within our
company, starting from supplying raw ingredients to wrapping the final products. So, even from the product development
stage, if we set the main ingredients for a new product, we’re able to imagine beforehand what the packaging will look like
or how the entire collection will look. This allows us to form complete unity and balance in all of our products.
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Hanahzo has done numerous collaborations in various fields, such as
art, fashion, movies, and even musicals, which are quite unique for a
bath product brand to collaborate with. What motivates you to seek
divergent collaborations with other brands?
It’s arduous for us, as a small company, to release many products
because such action might blur our brand identity. So, while we
refrain from new attempts, we view collaborations as opportunities
to exhibit our hidden potentials. By mainly focusing on the client’s
brand image and incorporating only a bit of ours, we’re able to launch
collaboration works that are different yet are as exquisite as what we
usually create in Hanahzo.

I believe that in this rapidly changing society, a company’s success is
determined by its sustainability. What are your future plans to maintain
Hanahzo’s sustainability?
It’s almost been four years since we launched Hanahzo and despite
people’s anticipation for new product lines, we’ve been focusing
a lot on soaps because we wanted to create products that we were
100% confident about. Although the progress might be slow, we
are continuously planning to create new products that convey our
brand motto, PAUSE YOUR LIFE, and give happiness and rest to our
customers. I hope that through our effort, Hanahzo will become a
brand that pleases users and gives trust and love to people.

While many people fail to realize the significance of slowing down,
Hanahzo wants to create a working space that encourages the ‘slow
life’ for its workers so that they can enjoy and cherish their lives to
the fullest. Through her strong belief towards rest, she hopes that
Hanahzo will be a brand that also grants people these moments and
allows them to appreciate every second of their lives.
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Hanahzo soaps
PAGE 29

Hanahzo soap with ingrediants
TO THE LEFT

Hanahzo soap designs
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UNGMANG
MOMENTS ARE MOMENTS
SEOUL MEDIACITY BIENNALE
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Ungmang
“Messy, but Art”

b y . S O O H Y U N H WA N G
We move through the world collecting, discarding, remembering, forgetting, and consuming. Ilmin Museum’s latest exhibition
<Ungmang> by the artist 44 examines the nature of art as archive and opens up the transformative possibility of art: in the
space of <Ungmang> the spectator becomes the collaborator. In this issue of ACCESS we spoke with the curator of Ilmin
Museum to discuss what it means to ‘do meaningful art’ in an age where the definition of cultural consumption and art itself
is constantly changing.
Communication in art can no longer be linear, from artist to museum to spectator. <Unmang> understands this better than
any exhibition. It does without conventional accessories: no program, no explanations, no docents. There is no telling, only
showing: the spectator is thrown headfirst into the artist’s world—a state that may inspire helplessness but also absolute
freedom to understand, to share, to become a part of the exhibit itself. <Ungmang> opens up a new world of audience
interaction.

ACCESS 34

The exhibit is divided into three distinct spaces. The
immediate impression is of color, with slogans and celebrity
quotes on the wall, the centerpiece a display case of sneakers
collected by the artist. On the second floor, a thumping hiphop remix provides the backdrop for a display case housing
hundreds of bottles consumed in the artist’s studio over
the span of ten summers. The third floor is organized as a
visual travelogue. The curatorial team, armed with a list of
missions from the artist, travels to London, Copenhagen,
and New York collecting takeout menus, plastic grocery
bags, taking pictures of disparate objects; whatever the
artist tells them to do. Seoul, the last city in the narrative,
has only the artist’s list of missions remaining unfulfilled.

media gives art more reach and allows the audience to
become a part of the exhibition by extending art’s spatial
and temporal dimensions. The pictures and comments that
the audience uploads and regrams will continue to live on
in the digital space of social media, fostering new kinds
of engagement. The exhibit itself showcases the artist’s
obsessive material archiving, but in the space of social
media we become the archivers, the record-keepers. The
balance that <Ungmang> strives for is dynamic; it is an
infinite dialogue among art, artist, and collaborators.

It is a meticulous archiving of daily minutiae, a showand-tell of life. And for lack of a better word, the entire
exhibit is Instagrammable. But in the age of shifting
artistic and cultural paradigms, that’s not bad. “We think
of all our exhibitions as occurring not just offline but also
simultaneously online”, says the museum’s curator. Social
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Photo of the exhibition
ON THIS PAGE

Photo of the exhibition
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Moments are Moments
“8491: Seizing the Moments”
b y . J I S O O PA R K
<Moments and Moments>, an acoustic audio visual art performance by the two-member group 8491 truly captivated audiences
under dim lights and mist in a small hall on Platform L. ACCESS was excited to meet with 8491 to discuss the purpose of and
inspiration for their performance.
The lights in the venue turned off as soon as the audiences sat on their seats, each artist went on stage one by one. First the
performer, then the Gayageum musician, the drummer and finally the media artist. The sounds of Gayageum and drum
were paired with the scent of forest and burned incense. A dancer appeared on stage, creatively moving to the music. The
entire experience of sound, scent, and sight could be understood as “Cherish the Moments Surrounding You.”
8491 is composed of Gayageum artist and a media artist, with distinct mindsets were truly destined to meet each other. The
Gayageum artist, Hye-Young Oh, constantly lamented the fact that music cannot be visual. Then she met a media artist,
Zoo-Hyeong Song, who aspired to create his own music using computers, electronics, and new technology. The two wanted
to challenge art with more synchronization by capturing even the small changes during live performances. Clearly, the two
young artists were on the same wavelength, passionate for capturing and balancing music with media art. The two artists
wanted to create the performance <Moments of Moments> for a more sustainable art. The acoustic audio visual art was a
big challenge as they needed to analyze media with various kinds of electrical devices.
Live performances are often difficult to make cherishable by viewers, but 8491 has found a way to connect harmonically
with their audiences. To prevent the aural art from fading away, their challenges were to combine visual installations with
sounds to hold time and memories together. <Moments are Moments> was filled with mysterious and surreal ambience,
making each audience embrace, remember, and feel the moments by realizing how previous works of art can be. <Moments
by moments> shows how music can be specified through images on the screen, via scents, and through dance movements
by living with the specific moments. Although it is difficult to hold time during live performances, <Moments of Moments>
by 8491 successfully grabbed our attention as if time had stopped.
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Photo of the performance
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Seoul Mediacity Biennale
“Visible, yet Unrealized: Good Life”

b y. S O OY U N G J U N G
Modern society is replete with dramatic changes that no old ways of life can resolve. To alleviate the anxiety, people all end up
clinging onto the question, ‘what is a good life?.’ Seoul Mediacity Biennale 2018 was held under the theme of “good life”, with
68 participants/teams invited from over 16 countries. Modeled after an agora, the biennale opened a brilliant platform for
exchange of ideas between various artworks to further deepen our insights and tackle the question.
At the Biennale a plethora of artworks were exhibited under a common theme allowing the audiences to view artists’
ideas of the good life. Although there is not one answer to the question, the exhibition hopes to give audiences the warm
consolation that they are not seeking an answer alone. Diverse media—from films to large installations made with old
dilapidated shopping carts—were integrated into the exhibit. ACCESS focused on two major pieces, ‘23:59:60’ for creative
use of space and ‘Nonfacial Portrait’ for its topic suitability.
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Minja Gu’s ‘23:59:60’ adorned an ordinary hallway of the
building by putting up photos at different heights displaying
the moment of a leap second in 24 different time zones,
placing photos relative to the longitude and latitude of
the site where they were taken. Gu wished to represent
human capabilities of reaching divinity by interpreting this
precious leap second as “the moment when man create time
like the divine.” Hence, his work was both meaningful and
charming in entertaining the audiences by letting them
appreciate the work little by little, moving up different floor
levels.

Through this piece, audiences were able to question the
relationship between humanity and their future.
Overall, the exhibition expounded on and visualized
essences of faith and self-identity, allowing the audiences
the worthwhile experience of not only looking ahead but
also back to retrace their lives. “Eu Zên (Good life), Not Yet
Realized But Already Visible.

Shinseungback and Kimyonghun’s ‘Nonfacial Portrait’ is
also an interesting piece that deals with the contemporary
topic of artificial intelligence. The project invited several
painters to create portraits with faces undetectable by AI.
The project ended up looking like an intense battle between
technology and man showing the ironic desire of humans to
escape from the inevitable future of machinery domination.
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AHN BYUNG-HAK

“Space between Lines”
Graphic Designer & Design Educator
4242works.kr
ahn.hisd@gmail.com

1996 Bachelor of Fine Arts, Design and Visual Communications from Hongik University
2001 Master of Fine Arts, Design and Visual Communication from Hongik University
2002 Creative Director of 4242works
2012 Master of Arts, Design Communications from Royal College of Art
2015 Assistant Professor in Visual Communication in Hongik University
2017 Director of Typojanchi 2017, 5th International Typography Biennale

Ahn Byung-hak, a designer and an educator of visual communication specializing in typography uses
unconventional approaches with typography. Ahn hosted events from workshops to lectures to expand and
reconstruct the understanding of typography. His office, though narrow and petite, is densely packed with
books on shelves on both walls. Straight lines and right angles of books, shelves, and desks together make the
room configuration resemble a book, margin and text. Ahn, resembling the style of his office interior, explains
a meticulous nature of constructing communication between the public and an artist.

b y. B O DA M J E O N
As a director of “Typojanchi 2017”, 5th International
Typography Biennale which focused on Body and
Typography, you employed ways that opened unconventional
reconstruction of typography. What were you looking for in
the process?
As a director of the biennale, I receive a theme from
committee in advance; the year that I took part it was
“Body and Typography”. Shocked at the first, I first
hosted events that would use body to reveal the unseen
similarity between the body and typography, to gather
people for open thoughts and discussion. I induced people
to bring their own ideas on the body and typography. I
hosted a talk, lecture, workshop, and publication to find
the connection; after all, there is a similarity between

typography and body. Written language is subordinated by
spoken language; body is subordinated by reason. In other
words, spoken language and reason exercise superior
power over the body. But written language and body both
have been attempting to gain superiority.

To quote your own writing from a few years back, design
should not be a tool for decoration rather a contribution to
a cultural communication. Has your perspective on design
changed? What role do you think design plays in current
society?
Modern design bloomed as a reaction to the 1920s
industrial revolution. The primary concern of design at the
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time was closely related to consumption and production;
at the frontier, there was an advertisement industry. The
same story goes to Korea. Hongik campus in Daekhak-ro
is built on the Korean Institution of Design Promotion, a
government-affiliated institution to confer a design a role
as an industrial medium. Now with the shift in value for
mass production and consumption, a function of design
has to change. Design gathers people’s voices to form a
platform and evoke communication within the platform.

Looking for a line between art and design may be ambiguous,
yet from time to time, some people think of design and art
as separate fields. Where is the line between the two fields?
Which side are you on?
Drawing a line to distinguish the fields of visual design
and art is completely futile especially at this point.
Fundamentally, what a designer and an artist do are the
same; they both create a “crevice” (틈) in communication
between artwork and an audience. To explain a “crevice,”
(틈) is simple when I ask a question such as “what kind
of attitude do you have when seeing an artwork? Do you
try to understand the message of the artist?” Most of the
time, we first try to understand the art by the image; then,
we turn to the description written by a curator. This is
because an image is obscure: image often cannot convey
the direct message. The obscurity comes from fractured
communication caused by crevices.
An artist creates an intuitive and sensuous image that is
unexplainable in words by creating crevices. A designer also
alters delivery of message by distorting a communication.
However, generally, communication of a designer is
denser, it contains fewer crevices, for consistency, than that
of an artist. These days, young artists or designers freely
cross borders. The boundary becomes haze; in the end, it
comes down to the type of communication; distinguishing
the two nowadays carries little meaning.
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Your personal webpage designed for a portfolio exhibited a
unique and quaint style. Instead of representing an artwork
and information in an organized fashion, the web contained
enlarged vibrant colored text and patchy background. What
is the underlying meaning of such display?
When building the web, I did not give much thought. I
recklessly tossed components- text, color, background and
picture- on the blank page. The display reflects the style
change in my own works. Until in my early 30s, I was
extremely obsessed with a style where I would calculate
every pixel on a sheet of paper—meticulously measuring
and neatly placing texts. After a while, I questioned my
method—the time of self-doubt. It took me some time to
think, and there was a period where I denied the previous
style; then, I became more comfortable. Compared to the
past, I slowly begin to consider that loosely tossing designs
to the audiences can be a better design.

What are the traditional balances found in typography, and
how can the balance be related to the changing perception of
typography from being an information delivering vehicle to
an artistic expression?
Typography requires balance of three things: characters,
placement, and meaning. First balance is within the
character design which is the basic building blocks of
typography: the shape of single letters. Balance is also
related to placement or management of space provided
from a blank sheet of paper; for example, areas between
lines, paragraphs, and margins. In these two balances,
there lies clear communication. The last balance comes
from “playing” with the image and semantics of language.
Considering typography beyond the scope as language. I
may deliberately eliminate or insert objects to distort the
image and alter the meaning. On the top of the individual
balances in typography, tuning between the balances
marks the balance of typography.
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The most important idea of balance mentioned is the space. When I write
“A” the essential component is not the black strokes; the space created from
the stroke holds significance. Space within a character allows an artist to
understand a paper. Then, it once again extends to the communication.

Where do you find sustainability of typography especially today as typography
experiences change in its meaning and practices?
In a micro-perspective, typography involves letters and languages, but in a
macro-perspective, it handles a relationship of meanings. Thus, as long as
language performs as a vehicle of conveying the meaning, typography will
sustain. On top of that, typography will continue to go through expansion
and metamorphosis to match an increase in media. Besides the sustainability
of typography, the attitude of designer and individuals affect sustainability.
Personally, I do not eat until I finish my work; I am not saying that everyone
needs to fast until the completion of a task or a project, but I am obsessive
about my own work.

Balance in typography is understood through the empty areas between black
strokes. It is great irony that balance can stem out of negative instead of
positive. Perhaps we simply neglected and overlooked the existence of the
vacancy. Through the vacancy, typography will find “room” to roam and
expand.
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CHANG KWANG HYO

“Unveiling Novelty from the Ordinary”
Fashion Designer
caruso2314@naver.com
1980-1983 Master in Textile Design from University of Hong-Ik
1983-1984 Graduated Fountain Blue Art School in Paris
2010 Seoul top 10 dedicate designers
2011 Korea Heritage Fashion Show
2012 The 19th SAMWOODANG textile and fashion promotion award
2012 Award of the Secretary of Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Tourism
2013 Welcome Incheon Asian Games Indoor & Martial Arts fashion show participation

Imagine a happy 60-year-old man wearing glittering trousers, ornate blazers and fashionable shoes. That is our
first-generation men’s wear fashion designer Chang Kwang Hyo, a legendary figure in the Korean fashion industry. His brand Caruso that recently celebrated its 30th anniversary has been loved by many celebrities ranging
from Cho Yong Pil to the legendary idol group Fire Truck (소방차). His enthusiastic voice and gleaming eyes
during our interview were enough to prove this amazing figure’s undying passion for fashion.

b y. S O OY U N G J U N G
Military look, genderless fashion, and Korean history are
the three concepts that represent your brand Caruso. What
inspired you to have these three components become a
significant part of Caruso’s identity?

hold, to distance from the familiar and the commonplace,
that naturally led me to have these three concepts play a
big role in my work.

I believe that the job of fashion designers is to set,
create, and invent a new trend by predicting the future.
Trendiness, in my definition, is the rejection of universality
and ordinariness. Fashion needs to be “hot,” and it’s hot
only when you break through the frame of common
sense by always thinking outside the box. Once an outfit
becomes mainstream, trend is no longer there. For me, a
worn-out rider jacket from the 60s that you luckily found
from Dongmyo second-hand market is more trendy than
a mainstream rider jacket. Thus, it’s these values that I

Caruso is a men’s wear brand, and you are well known as the
first-generation men’s wear fashion designer. How does the
genderless fashion play a role in forming Caruso’s identity?
I don’t think genderless fashion is an unusual aspect
of my brand’s identity. It’s just another tool in setting a
trend. Strictly speaking, my incorporation of genderless
fashion is not neutralizing or destroying the boundaries
of gender but rather crossdressing to enhance the sense of
displacement and freshness. So, a sense of gender is rather
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very much incorporated into my design but simply applied onto the opposite sex. For example, in one of my past shows,
I had a male model dressed up like a female: long dress, high heels, and long-haired wig. These three were all it took for a
five-year-old who came to my show to believe that he’s a female. I found this element of delusion to be very mesmerizing
and thought that it can become a special reaction that you can bring out from audiences. Simply put, the fact that an
ordinary dress and high heels becomes an enhanced charming point when it’s worn by a man is how I naturally got to
put genderless fashion into play.

I heard that the recent SS Hera Seoul Fashion Week fashion show in 2019 was about “Gum Oh Shin Hwa,” the first Korean
novel written by Kim Si-sup 500 years ago. You said that you created this collection with the heart to honor the women,
the subject of the story; but it’s a very unusual idea to express this through men’s fashion. How did you make this particular
decision?
“Gum Oh Shin Hwa” is a love story between a man and a ghost. The story of love and marriage between the two characters
conveyed Kim’s intention to comfort the victimized soul, a woman who had been unfairly treated when she was alive.
Through this story, I wanted to deliver a message that the victimization of women or even any minority groups should
stop. And to answer your question, it was obvious for me to have men play the role of comforting the women as that’s
how all problems are supposed to be relieved, by one side reconciling with the other.

Do you have any criteria for selecting themes for your collection among various historical events? How do you turn your
inspirations into an element of design?
I usually have various themes in mind at all times. I try to take in as much information as possible by reading newspapers
or trying out new experiences so that I can absorb various inspirations that can be sympathized by many people. For
example, one of my last collections was based on “Hwaseong Haenghaengbanchado” a Korean traditional art work drawn
by Kim Hong Do. The drawing illustrates the 22nd King of Chosun Dynasty Jeongjo taking a long trip to Hwaseong to
meet his father. What motivated me to choose this as my topic was when I encountered a news article about a father being
killed by his own son. So, through my collection, I wanted to tell the audiences about the importance of filial love, and in
a broader sense, universal order, social relationship, and the basis of human life.

I heard that last year marks the 30th anniversary of your debut. You proposed a new look called “Ultra Caruso” as a turning
point. What does an “era of all taste” that characterizes Ultra Caruso mean?
It means that every single thought, trend, opinion, taste is precious and worthy of being truly respected. We are currently
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living in a globalized world where various people with
different thoughts and backgrounds coexist. So as a fashion
designer it is important to take all of these differences into
account, carefully interpret these in my own terms, and
re-create them into a form of fashion. Furthermore, by
adding in my own interpretations through fashion I also
get to offer people a new direction of how trends should
be set in the future, a process that I find to be meaningful.

certainly thrive because fashion allows people to become
who they want to be. It’s like magic. You can become
whoever you want by wearing what you want. Fashion
has no boundaries as it can be anything and everything
that affects you. It can be clothes, but also makeup and
even attitude. Thus, fashion is the most direct form of
expression of oneself. As long as people have such desires
and fantasies, fashion industry will sustain and thrive.

The topic of this issue of our magazine is ‘Balance’. How do
you define a well-balanced fashion?
In fashion, one’s outward looks are important in evaluating
an overall quality of the show. We call it the ‘golden ratio’:
having good proportion, with small face and long legs.
In a literal sense, this is what I would say to be a wellbalanced fashion. In the end, what really should be taken
into account is charm. And charm does not come from
looking, or being perfect, but rather from deficiency,
or lack of something. This is what I define balance to
be. The imperfect quality of mankind that makes every
single person unique and special. Thus, the quality of an
individual is not only determined through one’s looks but
also from one’s personality or inner-beauty.

The interview with Chang showed us his deep insight
and philosophies that can only be attained through his
thirty years’ worth of experiences. The unique concept of
‘trendiness’ that he seeks has evidently made him one of
the most creative designers of all times. ACCESS looks
forward to his future walks of life that, without doubt, will
also be full of awe and inspirations.

Based on your own insight, can you diagnose the
sustainability of the current fashion industry and its future
prospects?
The fashion industry is becoming ever more competitive
due to the introduction of SPA brands and online shopping
malls. It will get harder for designers like me to compete
with these brands especially in terms of flexibility and
accessibility. Yet, fashion as a whole is still thriving and will
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SUKI
SEOKYEONG KANG

“From Here to All”
Installation Artist
seokyeongkang.com

2000 B.F.A in Oriental Painting, Ewha Woman’s University
2002 M.F.A in Oriental Painting, Ewha Woman’s University
2012 Bloomberg New Contemporaries
2012 M.A in Painting, Royal College of Art
2013 13th Songeun Art Award
2018 Baloise Art Prize

Sending multiple series of works to various Biennales and galleries around the world, Suki Seokyeong Kang is
one of the most well-known and prolific artists in the Korean contemporary art scene. Now the winner of the
international Baloise Art Prize of 2018, the artist has developed her distinctive style and philosophy. Through
rigid dispositions of seemingly minimal combinations of units, her works expand the potential for the spatiotemporality of the individuals, alluding to the possibility of the manifestation of the perfect balance.

b y. S E U N G A H N O H
You got a BA in Oriental Paintings. What does that
experience mean to you now?
I talk about Gyeomjae Jeongseon whenever I get those
kinds of questions. He referred to the real scenery
landscape as the “true view”—the way we see something
with a totally individual perspective. I wanted to
transform the traditional education I got into a certain
way of thinking. So, for me, “true view” is what I’m
working on, the domain of my paintings, and how I think
of, move and talk about the balancing points of my life. I
think that the traditions that are learned by experience or
that have unconsciously settled within me, are not what I
should regimentally reproduce, but what I stand upon: a
foundation of my presence. Attempts to redefine Oriental

art into a way of thought or personal tradition instead of
particular sets of artistic techniques were manifested in
my artworks. So, I’d say that I’m still practicing Oriental
art, using the contemporary language of art.

Most of your works are composites of particular series.
Would you explain the method with which you work?
While it is easy to think of traditions as things that
have passed by, playing with possibilities of different
interpretations of tradition provided me with an
interesting attitude. Even now, I’m working on the
derivatives of my previous series. <Grand Mother Tower>,
<Black Under Colored Moon>, and <Black Mat Oriole>
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are still generating new compositions, branching out from one another, sometimes forming new groups. For example, a
square installation <Black Mat> originates from a square installment from <Jeong> series taken down to the floor.

I find the titles of your works very interesting. How do you come up with them?
When I label my artworks, I never try to express something outright. I considered them as combinations of ambiguous
words that could allude to the processes through which the works have gone. For example, Black Mat Oriole, the title
of the work from the recent solo exhibition at the Philadelphia Contemporary Art Museum, came to be by combining
the title of another work of mine, Black Mat, and Oriole, a translation of the word “앵” in the word “춘앵무.” In fact,
the English name of Luscinia Megarhynchos, “앵,” is “nightingale.” Yet, I interpreted the word “춘앵무” differently as
spring, oriole and dance, as I found the word “oriole” in an ornithology dictionary. So, the titles are both the keywords
that remind me of the journeys I go through when working, and the poetic words that could imply the visual outputs.

Many of your works including <Grandmother Tower>, <Shoulder>, <Legs> and <Rove and Round>, embody parts of the
human body. Is there anything that you intended in doing so?
Painting for me is not the action of literally “painting a picture” but rather a unit of structure that works as a boundary
of each individual’s domain. <Black Mat>, a four-cornered structure that prescribes the personal space which the
individual’s aging body takes up, manifests this concept of painting as a boundary. By presenting the little parts of the
body and the spaces they take up “pictorially,” or “as paintings,” I wanted to give audiences the opportunity to think about
individuality. That concept is also represented in my most recent work <Rove and Round - Face Mat Belly>. It is 157cm,
exactly my height, and if I stand behind it, my face gets entirely covered by a kitted piece. The visibility of one’s expression
being contingent to one’s position relative to the structure questions the individual’s history, identity and perspective.

The concept of “painting as a boundary” sounds quite nebulous to me. Does that mean painting implies the restriction of
personal space? Or, do you mean painting could imply the space itself?
What I mean by “boundary” is the minimum amount of space needed for a person to be. Because humans are confined
within a single body, we can only exist in a single space at a single moment. So, I’d say space and boundary are two sides
of the same coin; a unit of the four-cornered frames not only symbolizes personal domain, but is a visual restriction
that could be transgressed, alluding to the possibility of the expansion of space. In <Black Mat Oriole> I tried to pose
the question of how we could operate, and thus expand the space and time given to a person through displaying the
performance of slow and cautious border transgressions. The performances enable audiences to rethink the artificial
perimeter between individuals.
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Frequent use of wheels is also very noticeable in your works.
Is there any reason for that?

If there is anything that you want to achieve as an artist,
what would it be?

The first work where I used wheels is <Circled Stairs> from
the Grandmother Tower Series. Seeing my grandmother
struggling to climb up the stairs using a walking frame, I
abraded the right-angled corners and used wooden wheels
to use it at home. I thought it would match the wooden
floor where she lives. It is a work created only to be used
by someone, to mobilize the body. After my grandmother
passed away, I came up with another series using wheels,
<Rove and Round>. There, I mounted heavy wooden
structures on tiny wheels to illustrate different forms
and structures of sustenance and balance. Yet I think the
overarching symbol of the use of wheels is the changing
perspectives of the individuals according to their bearings,
and the opening of another dimension through that
mobility granted by the use of wheels.

Much is happening in this world, and I could take various
roles such as a political activist. Yet what I want to do
as an artist is balance every potential. In terms of the
methodology of presenting “here” as a locus where stories
from all locations meet, I try to throw away all the specific
narrations and descriptions to carve a structure within
which minimal forms and phenomena could be filled.
Combining all that which I have passed through, I want to
be an artist who continually is in the process of illustrating
where she stands and what she sees.

Speaking of experimenting the different forms and structure
of sustenance and balance, your most famous <Grandmother
Tower #1> also suggests unsteadiness, leaning diagonally
against a wall. What did you try to communicate by
insinuating instability in <Grandmother Tower>?
I think it is the state of instability that counterintuitively
provides us with stability. So, I intentionally protract the
state of instability to discover many different ways to
embody balance. The original <Grandmother Tower> was
also made to manifest the balance of my grandmother’s
attitude to life, and to describe the physical balance when
she tried to stand up straight to welcome me coming back
from the UK, even when she had been lying in bed ill.
But she didn’t look like herself. Her height has changed,
her posture changed, and thus it seemed the tower only
illustrated a single moment in her life. From then, I started
to think of every piece of my work as a part of a continual
process rather than a final product, and the process which
I go through, piling up, dismantling, and overlapping
pieces to find the perfect balance point are becoming the
open conclusions of my oeuvre.
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Throughout the interview, Kang’s vigorous attitude
towards life and the seriousness with which she addressed
her works enthralled us and raised endless questions. Her
ability to construct her own world intrigues people, and
to tell stories which are unique yet profoundly able to win
sympathy through her works is a true inspiration. ACCESS
expects to see Kang further inspiring and expanding our
perspectives.
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Black Under Colored Moon
(2015)
Black Mat Oriole-Activation Manual
(2018)
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The Next Generation of Tea: Altdif
b y . J I S O O PA R K

On the way towards a back alley of Hongdae Street, we
can see people gathering and laughing here through the
reflections of a round window. While the exterior of the
building seems idiosyncratic, almost as if it is in discord
with its surroundings, once we go explore, we learn why
this place has been loved so much by young people. Looking
from the outside, the white interior design gives people a
warm and tranquil impression. Chatters of visitors, voices
of tea experts, and tea pouring sounds welcome visitors with
exceptional zest. In November, ACCESS visited Altdif to
interview its founder about what Altdif intends to offer to
the visitors and what the studio means to her.
The name ‘Altdif ’ arouses curiosity to anyone who is new
to hearing it. Simply said, the appellation is a compound
word of art, life, tea, dignity & diversity, and freedom. Yet,
there is another meaning hidden in the first syllable “al”
which means egg in Korean. The egg motif came from
a quote from Hermann Hesse’s novel Demian. As Hesse
writes, “The egg is the world. Whoever will be born must
destroy the world.” The founder of Altdif, Eun-Bin Lee,
wanted to communicate that a small change in one’s habits
such as drinking tea can be a catalyst to prominent changes
in one’s life. If small habits constitute each individual’s
eggs, Eun-Bin Lee wanted to crack the eggs to change
people’s lives.

Hearing the names of the courses makes visitors wonder
about the inspirations and stories behind each. The stories
then unfold at a quick pace and different tea menus are
created. The main theme song from movies are chosen
and played in the studio for visitors to truly become the
main character by stimulating their senses. Altdif brings
to visitors not just tea but a whole package of sensible
experiences.
As the motif of Altdif was established firmly from the
beginning, which is art, life, tea, dignity & diversity and
freedom, the five values will persistently be the defining
features of Altdif. Eun-Bin Lee believes that this identity
is what keeps the brand going, what keeps it at a balanced,
steady state. Remembering why they are doing what they
are doing, and what causes they are working for, the studio
will help the world form into a tea culture. While tea
culture in Korea might still be developing, Eun-Bin Lee
truly believes that people will appreciate the value of tea in
the near future, in the way that coffee was able to gain its
popularity around the world.

How Altdif includes stories from movies and fairy tales
into their tea courses are the key secret to its ‘art’. The
names of the tea courses at Altdif include “Christmas
Carol”, “Altdif ’s Alice,” “Tea for today’s moods” and “Would
you like to travel with me”; each contains unique identity.
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Interior and product designs of Altdif
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Flintz: A Palette of Miscellaneous Styles
b y. HY U N DA Y U

ABOVE Album cover designs, 3rd Line Butterfly

Somewhere on a hill of Seongsu-dong residential area, a mysterious, unidentifiable space exists. A passerby might be tempted
to enter because of a large blue curtain that veils the interior of the whole glass space. Those who enter feel huge astonishment
at what they encounter: a completely open studio, Flintz, run by the graphic design–based multi-design team “Sparks
Edition”, is waiting to be discovered.
The name “Flintz” came from the owner of the space “Sparks Edition”, the design couple of sculptor Joonoh Jang and
graphic designer Jihye A. They had been working together since their high school years, under the motto to create an
inspiring, motivational designs. “We wanted the name of their studio to be a simple variation of flints, a type of stone that
is used to create sparks,” A said. Joonoh added that the name clearly defines what Sparks Edition aims to produce in their
studio; innovative and inspiring artworks and goods.
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The most attractive feature of Flintz is that it is a completely open
studio. The couple always wanted to interact with people who
show great interest in their works online but do not have the
chance to meet besides commissions. Thus, when designing the
space, they left their working areas candidly open so that people
can get closer to them and can freely look at the working process.
Starting from the wooden floor to the glass ceiling with regularly
arranged logs over it, Sparks Edition spent the entire summer
designing the studio and realizing the floor plans. Jang said he
spent so much energy on the construction that he had not been
thinking of reinitiating his personal works after the construction;
however, it is because of such effort that he feels strong affection
to Flintz. “The way people ornate their space is the expression
of one’s individuality, a type of art, and a positive effect human
can bring into their space,” Jihye A said. She wants Flintz to be
recognized as a piece of art by everyone who visits the studio.
“We believe that space has its own power, by providing people
with a source of inspiration and a sense of deep sincerity. That’s
how people feel pleasure when they encounter beautifully
decorated shops or art museums. We want Flintz to be like such
as well. Making unexpected guests of our studio marvel at our
space and our works are one of our dreams.”
Just like how the couple designed their workspace into a place of
interaction, they tried collaborations with musicians and artists
in other fields. Starting from album cover designs of musicians
such as 10cm and Loco, their artworks expanded into book
cover designs and even fashion brand identity designs. They
also held biweekly meetings with ten artists and formed a group
“Spectrum Object,” to meet and share their artworks inspired
by a single topic. Eight years of such working experiences made
“Sparks Edition” understand their differences in design styles
and trust each other’s capabilities to produce the best result.
As a team, Sparks Edition hopes that the studio provides new
inspiration to their personal artworks. When asked whether they
have any difficulties balancing between “keeping own design
styles” and “endeavoring new methods of expression,” both A
and Jang responded that “trying out something new itself is our
way of creating designs, and Flintz is where it helps us not to
stagnate on the status quo but to proceed on for new ideas.” It is
the space that motivates Sparks Edition.
ABOVE Flintz’s interior
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Cheonggye’s Opera House
b y. S O OYE O N K I M

Living in a city bombarded with numerous cafes on every street, countless galleries opening and closing continuously, taking
a step back and observing features that give value to a ‘space’ can help identify what is really needed to keep the space alive.
ACCESS met with CEO and designer of JoHyeongMiGwan, a space that fuses cafe and art gallery, to examine the importance
of balanced space where both the artists and the customers can share the value of art and enjoy happiness.
Located near Cheonggyesan Station, JoHyeongMiGwan stands out among the shops on the street with its white grandiose
opera house exterior. The opaque white curvy walls and tall wide doors with metallic handles strike trespassers’ curiosity
about what’s behind the doors. Although one may conjecture that it’s another regular coffee shop with mundane
rectangular tables and chairs, stepping inside completely immerses visitors in the world that Lee planned out meticulously.
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JoHyeongMiGwan’s interior successfully extends its exterior opera house concept with stairs and columns that resemble
tiers of a modern opera house. The furniture that fills the space are directly designed and picked by Lee, with each one
of them carrying a special meaning that allows one to contemplate on various societal values that deserve profound
attention. For instance, <Grand Hill> and <High Heels> resemble a grand piano and high-heel shoe, both of which are
pieces that represent self-esteem. Considering self-esteem to be the most important factor that a person should strive for,
Lee decided to develop it into a form of furniture and place them in the center of the space. The <Horn> arranged near
the stairs was contrived to accentuate the environmental damage created by humans, driving people to question the true
values we gain from destructive actions. Recently, the <Cave>, a mystical, surreal yet comfortable space was created for
people to gather around and learn more about themselves and each other.
JoHyeongMiGwan, meaning small gallery in Korean, strives to be a platform that allows people to “share the value of
art and enjoy happiness”. Lee wishes to keep the space dynamic and alive by repeatedly filling up and emptying things
through continuous collaborations with artists who share the same goal. To maintain liveliness, diverse artists are invited
to perform, art displayed changes frequently, and various types of events are held, uniting different aspects of culture
including food, art, and performance.
In a fast-changing society with trends changing constantly each day, Lee says the only way to stay sustainable is to
“continuously observe and research to develop one’s own originality, and experiment to find the balance between different
elements.” As a pioneer of creating such a grandiose communication platform in seemingly barren area, Lee experienced
many difficulties, but what kept him moving was his strong desire to provide an authentic space for people to be able to
comfortably communicate their values and perspectives. Although there will never be a JoHyeongMiGwan 2, since that
will disturb the originality and uniqueness of the space, Lee hopes to keep experimenting with diverse channels to bring
a greater influence to the cultural sphere.
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JoHyeongMiGwan’s exterior
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JoHyeongMiGwan’s interior
TO THE LEFT

JoHyeongMiGwan’s interior
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A CC E S S AWA I T S YO U.

Have you enjoyed this issue of ACCESS? Discover and
discuss more artists, events, and trending news at our Facebook
page & Instagram.
We will post important notices such as the magazine themes,
publication date, and the distribution sites of the copies of our
magazine.
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facebook.com/accesscs2
instagram.com/accesskorea
accesscs2.org
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